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The winds are strong in the nights of Providence, with rain and snow all
mixed in with the wind. Also rushing about in the wind are anxiety, fear,
depression, loneliness, paleness, apathy and sadness. We spend all our energy
living the whole day, for the sake of a momentary stillness in the heart.
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Abstract

I started planning this book at the end of last year, because I had to write
it for my thesis, and also because I saw this as an opportunity to create, like
making artwork. But the difference is that this does not look like my usual art,
being only a book comprised of words and images.
From the end of last year to the beginning of this year, I experienced a
terrible spiritual disillusionment and was caught in a cycle of depression and
anxiety. Even though I was prepared to write this book last fall, I only really
started in February this year. On one hand I knew what I wanted to write,
but on the other I didn't know where to start. What I wanted to write about
was too broad, yet I did not know what logic to use to turn my thoughts into a
cohesive book. My earliest writing was basically an autobiography. Following
the advice of my teachers and friends, I continued to cut and edit what I had
already written, going from hundreds of thousands of words to a few ten
thousands, then taking that down to ten thousand, then starting all over again.
The volume you are holding in your hand may not be what I had originally
envisioned, but it is the best version that I have decided on.
I have divided this book into four sections - Fable, Poetry, Thinker, Art.
In each section I introduce the history and growth of my thinking, my
understanding of poetry, how my thinking has been nurtured, and my own
development in art. I have titled this book Journey through the wasteland.
This is my own feeling - every person will experience such a journey in their
own wilderness, the lonely journey of life. In this book, I no longer simply talk
about art, philosophy, poetry, and life. Because in my opinion these are all one
and the same, that is, my own life journey, what I have experienced, what I
am experiencing, and what I have yet to experience.
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Introduction

Many years ago, probably during first grade, just when all the teachers in the
world are trying to start all the new students off on the right path, my teacher
asked us, "Students, what do you want to be when you grow up?" "I want to
be a community teacher." "I want to be a scientist." "I want to be a doctor."
"I want to be a police officer." All the students answered excitedly. When it
was my turn, I stood up and said as loudly as the other kids, "I want to be a
wandering artist and poet." After a few seconds of silence, the whole class
started laughing hysterically. I sat down, red-faced, wishing to floor would
open up and swallow me. After a few years, I always felt like my future self
would be a wanderer, exploring and experiencing glory and adventure, but
my parents loved me too much and would never let me go too far, so I kept
pestering my mother to have another child so I could have a younger sister or
brother. But my mother kept taking my suggestion as a joke and ignoring it.
Then one day in fifth grade, while out shopping with my mother, I suddenly
said to her, "Mom, let's have another one, what if some day I died, what
would you do?" She stopped there, shocked, in the middle of the busy street,
and slapped me hard on the face. "Why are you talking about death? Live
properly!" I burst out in tears, my hands over my face in the middle of the
street. After than I never asked her to have another child again, silently telling
myself, "I must live properly!"
Today, even though so many years have passed and I have traveled all around
the world, I am writing poems, making art, trying hard to live well.
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Chapter of Fable
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Chapter of Fable
LIES I

I was born around three in the morning on October 24th 1990 of the
traditional Chinese Lunar calendar, or December 10th according to the solar
calendar. I was born in the county hospital of Cangxi County, in the Sichuan
province of China. I basically grew up in the same place, a little town hidden
in away deep in the mountains. A river passes between two mountains,
rushing out onto the plains at the foot of the mountain, and before I became
an adult I had never left this place.
The reason I start with this comprehensive introduction of my origins is
because this is the biggest lie I have told in my entire life, and the one I have
repeated the most times – my age.
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Chapter of Fable
LIES II

My hukou booklet claims that I was born on March 8th 1993, something that
I only found out many years later. This was because when I was born, the local
rules required that a newborn's huji was determined by the mother's huji. My
father had his company's city hukou, while my mother's was an agricultural
hukou. My parents wanted me to receive the benefits of a city hukou, and so
they put off my registration until I was about to start kindergarten, which was
when my mother finally switched to a city hukou. By then, it was 1993, and
my father decided on March 8th for my birthday on the hukou, which was
Women's Day in China, a festival for mothers.
Due to the disparity between my real age and my documented age, I had to
spend a lot of time explaining my age when introducing myself. Later, an
older acquaintance who worked in the government warned me very sternly
that I could only admit to one age, because this lie could be used against me
in the future. This warning, in addition to my exhaustion at having to explain
myself all the time, led me to claim only 1993 as my birth year.
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Chapter of Fable
LIES III

This lie, no matter how I disregard, distance myself from it, or even try to
forget it, I can't change the fact that it was part of my life. It is not that I
am a completely honest person, but this lie is particularly unbearable, for in
order to sustain it, I would constantly weave even more falsehoods to make
this one seem less incredulous. This chain reaction is just like the 'Crocodile'
episode on Black Mirror where the female lead, in order to hide another
person's murder, kills over and over again, unable to escape this vicious cycle.
Regarding the cycle of lies, I think the easiest route is to expose to original lie.
And so I have chosen in this book to unveil all that is related to my lie, in order
to face my own life with sincerity and unload life's burdens. I hope that when I
continue with my journey, this weight will have been lifted off my shoulders.
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Chapter of Fable
MISTAKES I

When I was young, my family was not wealthy, and we lived in the company
complex where my father worked. There were many other children my age,
and everyone knew each other, so we spent the days making trouble and
hanging out together. I never had much of an allowance, so seeing other kids
buying toys made me especially jealous. I mostly had to scavenge for their
unwanted toys and fix them up at home.
I had a very hazy concept of 'theft' as a child, and whenever I saw something
I wanted, terrible ideas would form in my head. When I was five or six, that
childish desire for possession led me to steal a little five-cent toy from the
company's general store, but my lack of skill meant I was caught immediately.
The owner was an elderly man, and when he grabbed me he shouted loudly,
"Whose child are you?! Where are your parents?!" My father's company
complex was very small, and he shouted like that in the hope that everyone
would know that he had caught a thief, and wasn't just bullying a kid. He
ordered me to kneel in front of everyone and questioned me for a long time,
surrounded by many adults and children. I cried and cried in the middle, and
finally he sent me home to get the money to repay him from my father.
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Chapter of Fable
MISTAKES II

My father was in charge of managing the company warehouse, and I stood
before him crying and hanging my head, afraid that he would beat me. The
warehouse was huge and empty. My father sat with his legs on either side
of the table, his back leaning against the chair, with rows and rows of goods
behind him, and the darkness was terrifying.
I stood beside him with my head down, too scared to look at him, and he
smoked one cigarette after another, not looking at me. The smoke wafted, and
my father looked tiny compared to the endless rows of goods behind him. I
knew that he was pretending to be calm, because when he was really relaxed
his mouth would always be slightly open, but then, apart from smoking, his
lips were shut tight, and the smoke came in hard exhales from his nose. I
knew this was the prelude to my beating – it was like this every time. That day
he smoked for a long time, one cigarette after another, while I stood trembling
there. After a long while, he finally sighed heavily, opened a drawer and
took out five dollars. He told me to pay the money, and when I got back, he
lectured me seriously on the why I shouldn't steal things.
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Chapter of Fable
MISTAKES III

I still remember this incident very clearly, even though many years have
passed, because this time my father did not beat me like he usually did, but
patiently explained right and wrong to a little child. Even so, I cried harder
than when I had been beaten. From then on, I gradually came to understand
something of morality, and stopped causing trouble frivolously.
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Chapter of Fable
MISTAKES IV

All this time, I had always been aware of my maturing morality. I would
constantly warn myself to avoid committing a sin against morality at all
costs. In the first year at Tsinghua University, I successfully got into a very
popular professor's class, simply because I got lucky in the lottery. During
the withdrawal period, many of my classmates had heard rumors about the
final closed-book exam being really hard, and many of those who lacked
confidence in doing well withdrew from the class. As a new student, I was very
curious about what the final exam was like, so that I could prepare in advance
and avoid doing badly. So class started, I asked the professor, "Recently, many
classmates withdrew from the class because they were worried about the final
exam being too hard, would you be willing to talk in class about what might
come up in the exam?"
My professor, who had been chatting happily away with his friend,
immediately flew into a rage, and ignoring my stunned reaction, strode onto
the podium and started to lecture the class of over three hundred students,
"Is this what Tsinghua students have become? Instead of focusing on the
pursuit of knowledge, thinking only of taking an easy class!" After a slight
pause, "Places in my class are so precious, and yet students who get in don't
appreciate it! And to threaten me with withdrawals! My final exam will not
change! A closed-book exam, it won't be easy at all!" What he say afterwards
I don't remember clearly, it was basically criticizing how deplorable Tsinghua
students had become, how their motives for studying were tainted. Even
though he never criticized me directly, I sat straight as a needle, terrified by
his anger, and even started to cry. After class, I apologized to him of my own
accord, even writing a self-criticism, for though he had already forgiven me,
this incident cast a heavy shadow on my heart and there was no way I could
forgive myself !
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Chapter of Fable
MISTAKES X

This was a mistake of morality. To make a mistake like this in my pursuit of
glory, I could not let it go, and could only ask for help from another professor
who taught philosophy. She listened quietly as I recounted the incident, and
instead of lecturing or comforting me, she tried to reason with me instead.
"Songlin," she said, "No one is perfect. Most of us weren't born in perfect
families, but grew up in the streets, and so our whole lives are stained with
the dust of worldly things. Even though we may learn right and wrong later,
some imperfections like seeds are deeply planted in our hearts, and though we
may learn morality it is only a thin layer of clothing hiding our true nature.
It does not remove that which is bad in us, and only hides it, and it can strike
out at any time. You should not be so reluctant to forgive yourself, for such a
thing has always been part of you, even though it has only shown itself now.
The important thing now is to bravely admit to it, to recognize its existence,
and the work hard to correct yourself. Over time, you will gradually form
the habit of not making such a mistake again." At this time, she paused, then
said something I would carry with me for life, "Songlin, much of our lives
are spent purifying ourselves, for most people are born unclean, coming into
the world with all sorts of evil traits. Growing up is the continuous process
of washing these stains off ourselves, to slowly purify ourselves such that our
spirits become lighter and cleaner."
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Chapter of Fable
MISTAKES XI

Even after many years, these few sentences never lost their clarity, instead
becoming clearer and clearer in my memory. Make mistakes, own up to them,
and correct them. So much of life's meaning is encapsulated in these simple
rules, and everyone knows them. The important thing is not to know them,
but to carry them out all our lives!
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Chapter of Fable

An Octopus Burnt Alive I

Sorry
I should not have come ashore
Because these three minutes I am suffering on the grill
Are very heartbreaking
I want to tell you, mom
I miss swimming in the water
I have been away from the ocean too long
My eyes have lost their tears
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Chapter of Fable

An Octopus Burnt Alive II

I remember the soft expression in your eyes
Reflecting on my pupils at the end of my life
My suckers lose hope
And I struggle without any strength
All I can do is open my tearless eyes
Mother
I am not in pain anymore, I just feel so sad
So I am writing this poem as I die
Perhaps it will help me tell you
How much I miss my ocean and tears
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Chapter of Fable
DEATH I

In ninth grade, my grandfather died of esophageal cancer, about a year after
it was first diagnosed. Eating was torturous for him, and he suffered under
the cruel sickness for over half a year, and eventually died in pain. Later my
grandmother told me that when she was looking after him, he always said,
"Let me die, it'd be better to die."
My grandfather had always lived in the village, his house in a bend at the
waist of the mountain, surrounded by mountain on three sides with a small
basin in front of it. When I was young I especially liked spending my days
there, not just because my grandparents were very loving towards me but also
because there were many children my own age. There were still many people
in the village then, and it was only recently that the young people had started
leaving to look for jobs, and many kids stayed in the town, and so I enjoyed
running wild with them. When I was young, there was a small bamboo forest
by my grandfather's house that he had planted himself. He relied on making
bamboo crafts and farming as his livelihood. Above the bamboo forest was a
clear stream running down from the mountaintop, forming small pools along
the way. This stream and the bamboo forest was a favorite place for us to
play, swimming in the streams, playing at swords and guns with the bamboo,
everyone shouting and fighting all about the mountain. There were no phones
then, and it was quiet in the mountain bend, and our cries echoed far and
wide. We would play madly all day, until smoke started to rise from the houses,
and only when the adults called would we slowly trek home. Even though I
could only go back during holidays, I was still a very mischievous child, and
never wanted to leave this band of friends. Every time it was only when my
grandmother had finished cooking and my grandfather came out with a stick
to chase me that I would return home. Later, this scene – my grandfather
with his stick, chasing me home through my hometown's mountain farms –
became one of my strongest memories of my grandfather. When he died, I
didn't shed a single tear, but afterwards when I remembered this scene from
my memory, I would cry silently at home on my own.
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Chapter of Fable
DEATH II

I didn't cry when my grandfather died because I saw that it was a long process.
I was fifteen then, and had started pondering the connection between life and
inevitability. If I did badly in my exams and my parents were to blame me, it
was because of inevitability; if I did badly in my exams it was because I didn't
study well, and that was also because of inevitability; if I didn't study well and
wasted my time playing, that too was because of inevitability. And so for my
elderly grandfather to suffer from cancer and die, that must be inevitability as
well. Since all of these was inevitable, why should I cry? Why should I grieve?
Crying would not undo that which is inevitable. At my grandfather's funeral,
I was joyful instead, because I saw throngs of people attending his burial,
all friends and families from the village, for his standing there was high. He
had been virtuous, good-tempered and well-loved by his neighbors, and so
all of them came sincerely to send him off on his final journey. Even though
my grandfather's passing was exceptionally painful, at least he had a happy
ending. Everyone's respect for him took away from the pain and illness. This
was something to be happy about, and so this time I did not cry for the dead.
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Chapter of Fable

IF I DIE SUDDENLY I

If I die suddenly
At twenty,
Or twenty-nine,
Or thirty-seven
My dear parents
Please don't grieve for me
Because your son
Really did everything he could
I love this world
Like the way I love my life
I love the passersby in my life
Like the generous sunlight
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Chapter of Fable

IF I DIE SUDDENLY II

I had questioned this world
I had fallen and been perplexed
I have dreams of being a budding flower
And I am deeply enamored with the sun
Every day I do my best to grow
As the sun taught me
So glorious, the light in my eyes
Illuminating my way in the dark
Life treated me so well
Even though I couldn't see myself unfold
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Chapter of Fable

IF I DIE SUDDENLY III

So if there is such a day
Where I die suddenly
Even if I am still young
Please don't grieve for me
Those who deeply care about me
Because I tried hard
And I tried my best
Because I have lived sincerely
through all my transient life
In this magnificent world
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Chapter of Fable
VAGABOND I

On Thanksgiving night, I enjoyed Thanksgiving dinner at Jocelyne's, then left
for Momo's house because we had a project due the next day that we needed
to prepare for that night. Jocelyne ask me to take a box of food to Momo and
say happy Thanksgiving. I picked up Momo and she had already eaten and
was pretty full, she was frustrated about applying to graduate school, but she
was still grateful for the food from Jocelyne. We were driving to my studio in
Fletcher to prepare for the project.
It was already ten clock at night, and the streets in Providence were pretty
empty, all the stores were closed, with barely a car passing by. That was
reasonable, because it was Thanksgiving night, and everyone was with their
family and friends enjoying a happy Thanksgiving dinner. Outside it was cold
and windy, leaves were drifting cross the empty street. I was approaching the
Fletcher Building and I saw a vagrant wandering on the street. He looked
about 50 years old, thin and tall, unshaven with his hands in his pocket, and
I could tell how cold he was from the way he was walking. I asked Momo
if we could give the food from Jocelyne to this man as I parked, because
she probably don't really need it. She said okay, we stopped the engine, and
carrying the box of food, we walked towards the man.
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Chapter of Fable
VAGABOND II

He noticed us walking towards him and tried say something from a distance,
but probably because of the wind or the 15 feet between us, we couldn't
really hear what he was saying. We stopped beside him, and he tried to say
something but his voice was muffled and unclear, so I didn't really understand
what he said. It was cold outside, I just wanted to give him the food and go
inside, so I said to him directly: "Are you hungry? I have some food, if you
want it you can have it."
He did't take the food and asked me indistinctly: "Do you have a cigarette...?"
"Cigarette? No, sorry I don't." I don't smoke, so I can't help when people ask
me for cigarette or lighter, "But I have some food if you want."
"Nah...I'm not really hungry, I need a cigarette." This man still didn't take the
food but stared at the box and asked, "What's inside?"
"Probably some turkey, mashed potatoes, cake and dessert." Jocelyne had
wanted Momo to try all foods she'd prepared so she'd just put a bit of
everything in the box.
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Chapter of Fable
VAGABOND III

"Do you have a fork?" He had probably noticed that I was only holding the
box out. "How can I eat without forks? Sorry, I can't eat the food, I can't."
"Oh, I am so sorry! I don't have any forks." I walked a few steps to the right,
looking for the 7-11 on the next block, and confirmed the store was still open.
"You can ask forks in the 7-11, it still open tonight!"
He looked back to the 7-11, the store is at the corner of the next block, 60 feet
away, white and cold light illuminating every shelf inside of the store. "I'm
not really hungry, I want a cigarette. I can't eat it without forks, how can I eat
without forks..." He was more like soliloquizing instead of talking to me. He
didn't look at me, he was just looking around at nothing. He still didn't take
the food, and still kept the hands in his pocket.
I felt a little guilty, because I had not intended to show him any disrespect
or scorn. When I was about to apologize, he sort of released himself, and said,
"Ok, I'll take the food." He finally took one hand out of his pocket, and took
the box from my hand, and said, "Have a nice day!"
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Chapter of Fable
VAGABOND XI

I also felt a kind of relief, and said, "Thank you, and happy Thanksgiving!"
He was suddenly shocked by what I said. "What? today is thanksgiving?" He
took the other hand out of pocket and touched his head.
"Yeah, it's Thanksgiving tonight, may you have a happy Thanksgiving"
"Oh my god, today is Thanksgiving! I forgot about this! Oh that's why you
have turkey inside! Oh my god! I didn't know, I forgot..."
Suddenly tears filled my eyes, Momo and I stood at the corner of Fletcher
building with this man. The night was cold and empty, almost all the stores
was closed, no cars were running, leaves were drifting cross the street. I didn't
know what to say, I didn't know what he had forgotten.
I shook his hand, his hand was soft and cold, we said good night and thank
you to each other. And I left.
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Chapter of poetry
POEM I

Poetry is one of the most important parts of my life, not just because I have
always maintained a writing practice, but also because poetry was one of the
only comforts I had during certain troubling times in my life.
My earliest book of poems was handwritten, recording most of the poems I
had written in middle and high school, all very innocent and void of romance
but full of imagination. In my poems I turned burning candles into fierce
battlefields, made up fancy names for the flowers in the cow dung, and voiced
my musings on the vast universe. When I look back on those poems now, I
don't think of them as childish, but regret that I can't write now the way I
could then.
As I see it, poetry is a art from of language, it doesn't require flowery
language and its most important component is sincerity. During high school,
my knowledge of poetry was limited, and I had not read many of the famous
works, writing in my own narrow space about my own joys and sorrows. The
act of writing poetry is only possible by following the surge of inspiration,
and often before I slept at night my thoughts would float about in my mind,
waiting to be written down the next morning. But in the next morning I could
never remember what I had thought about the previous night. Furthermore,
poetry can't be forced, and trying to write without inspiration is a form of
torture. The most common approach I used in high school when I first started
was to follow whatever inspiration was drifting in my head, whether it was
about certain events, themes, or ideas, forming into a sentence of a phrase in
my brain. Then I would expand it into a complete poem. This technique of
following inspiration to writing a poem dominated my poetic output. When
I look back on my early poetry, loneliness, grief and death have always been
central themes in my poetry, and I never thought they would have such great
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Chapter of poetry
POEM II

All through high school, my poetry was carefree and full of myself, never
meant for other eyes. During university, there was a long time when I stopped
writing, but started again due to a strange reason, and the poetry I wrote
during that time didn't have distinct names and were rather aimless, so I called
them 'Words from the Sky', and in that volume much of the poetry, written in
ambiguous language, was a satire of the events unfolding around me.
After I graduated and broke up with my ex-girlfriemd, I lived alone in Beijing,
and the heaviness weighed on my life until I couldn't breathe, though I
pretended to be strong, during that time I wrote a lot of depressing poems.
Though I saw I wrote the poems, it might be better to say that they flowed out
from my life, from the loneliness and boredom that I had no way to share, and
poetry was the only cure I had. I wrote at dusk and at dawn, I wrote endlessly
into the night. I wrote all of the futility I felt towards my life into the poetry,
and in some way, it cured me. Or perhaps it comforted me, and lessened the
pressure of my sadness, and so poetry became a way out. During that lowest
time of my life, I lived on a Chao Yang Road, which means Facing Sun, and
when I edited that poetry from my life into a thin volume, I titled it Chao
Yang Road.
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Chapter of poetry
POEM III

My understanding of poetry is actually very simple – the two dimensions
of poetry must be separated, one being the poet themself, the other being
the reader. Actually when writing poetry, one should be completely cut off
from the reader. Poetry is mostly the natural revelation of the poet's hidden
meanings, whether they use direct or indirect language to record their feelings,
the result is poetry that brings comfort to the poet as well. When the poet
rereads their own poetry, this sincerity comes forth, perhaps revealing sublime,
new meanings. Poetry in for a poet is simple, private, lonely, and impossible
for an outsider to understand. So why does the reader read someone else's
poetry? From the perspective of the reader, if the poet does not explain, the
reader has a hard time understanding the true meaning of the poem, and any
understanding is only their own ideas forced onto the poem. In only a few
simple words, the poet's many layers of feelings are encapsulated, and these
original feelings can only be truly understood by one who has experienced the
poet's creative journey. And so, it is pointless for the reader to struggle to grasp
the true meaning of the poet. The advantage that poetry has over other forms
of writing is that there is no need to analyze the poet's true meaning in order
to extract transcendence from it. To me, poetry is a imaginative platform for
emotions and other energies: a poet uses ambiguous meanings to construct
an imagination framework, and the words and meanings in that framework is
the source of imagination. They touch the soft parts of your heart, and when
you read the poem, your curiosity is released to explore the poem, and at this
time you will see the most beautiful part of the poem. When you read poetry,
you too are a poet, standing at the base of the poet's vocabulary, but with
your own emotions in your heart, and lingering here a while, these hovering
thoughts will go even further. A reader reading poetry is a collaborative
creation between the poet and reader, and this is what I find most attractive
about poetry.
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Chapter of poetry

Thoughts on my way to north

I hope I can have a pure lake
A patch of farm land
And a green mountain in the distance
When I am about to die
At least this way
I won't decay in deep soil, alone
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Chapter of poetry
WIND I

January 4th 2018, a Thursday – North America is fraught with snowstorms
in the east, the wild white blankets ensconcing entire cities, from dawn to
dusk. Looking out from the window, everything is misty and indistinct, a short
distance away a streetlight is wavering in the wind, and only in the two beams
of light can the dancing snowflakes be clearly seen. The strong currents
blowing in from the Atlantic weave through this city, which isn't too far from
the ocean, as if sweeping through an uninhabited land.
I think my earliest memory of wind is a gentle one. The winds in my
hometown were always gentle, whether it was the warm summer winds that
came from the northern sea, or the winter drafts from Siberia. They were all
gentle, neither too hot nor too cold. The Qin Mountains to the north blocked
much of the cold Siberian winds, and together with the Hengduan Mountain
Range preserved the warm currents from the south. Dampness would
accumulate in the air or my hometown, maintaining water vapor, becoming
thick fluffy clouds. Humidity, dry heat, I always used to look forward to
the winds. In the dampness of summer I would lean against the railings by
the river, and the wind coming across the water would bring a faint fishy
pungency, passing by my body, passing noisily through my T-shirt which was
always out of fashion. Closing my eyes, I would revel in that wind.
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Chapter of poetry
WIND II

My first memory of a cold wind was my first trip to Beijing ten years ago,
which was also my first time traveling north. I was still very young, innocent
like a blank piece of paper, filled with hopes and fears for the future as I
walked down the airplane's steps. It was the first time that I felt such cold that
cut to the bone, the chill piercing into me like needles, while the wind swept
its iciness through my clothes. I trembled and shivered, and when I looked
up to the sky it was dark and starless, but my surroundings were brightly lit
like it was daytime. Beijing's winter is frosty and windy, and even the spring
is very cold, with the wind sometimes bringing yellow sand from Monglia.
Once during a serious dust storm in Beijing, I rode out in my second-hand
motorcycle, riding hard into the wind with no destination in mind. The wind
slowed my pace, and yet I kept going, and I started singing, crying, covered
in dust. I think that intoxication was just like that of my gentle hometown
winds. Actually, winter in Beijing wasn't that cold because of the heaters,
and I stopped wearing woolen sweaters because I'd have to take them off
immediately after going indoors. Many people in the north live in warmth
during the winter, without the cold and the wind, hiding in the tiny spaces of
tall skyscrapers, dreaming of spring. For a cold, windy winter, you would have
to ask the people who are always outside - the old man selling sweet potatoes,
the sweeping ladies, the delivery men, the security guards, the construction
workers and the runaway kids.
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WIND III

Later, I left Beijing and traveled to a different place, and I grew to love the
feeling of different winds blowing past me. Once I traveled America alone,
passing through California's Death Valley, the lowest point of all of North
America. When I entered it was a night in midsummer. Usually the cool night
wind would cool the glass of the car windows, and so I liked to drive with the
windows down at this time. However, in Death Valley, even though it was long
since sunset, the glass of the car was still burning hot, and when I cracked
a window open the waves of heat rushed at me. When I reached Badwater
Basin it was around nine thirty in the evening, and there was no one there,
only a swath of darkness. I stopped the car and got out. In the parking lot of
Badwater Basin, I followed the moonlight to the fence surrounding the lot,
and put my hands on the metal fence. Though it was hot, it did not burn. All
around me was the soft sound of wind, and the drifting currents of warm air
swelled all around me. Before me was a large patch of white – which I knew
for Badwater Basin – but there was no water, because the temperature was
too high and all the water had evaporated. The white was salt. The hot winds
followed one another past my body. Everything was a blur – the mountains
behind me, the lake before me. Even the metal fence before my eyes was
barely illuminated by the light of the full moon. At that moment, I felt very
alone.
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Going Out After Dusk I

I go out at dusk
The golden setting sun leaves strands of shadows on the church
Two shabbily dressed wanderers
Pick up cigarette ends on the street
Then swearing, toss them away
The red light halts the leisurely streets
Suddenly someone crosses the road
The people in the cars wait silently, calmly
While I follow the zebra crossing with my head down
Repeating the helplessness of this world
The red building sits beside two parking lots
The crowded cars watch me pass by indifferently
I walk in the cold wind, between the falling leaves
A large leather jacket wrapped around half of my body
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Going Out After Dusk II

I put my hand in my pocket
No, why should I put my hand in my pocket?
Here there is sunlight, a path, there are falling
leaves, and wind
Is there anyone here?
Is there anyone here? Where is she?
And who am I?
I walk in the cold wind
There is sunlight here, a path, falling leaves, wind
I have been on a short journey
Passing by streets, buildings, the setting sun and the
wind
I have returned again to a box
Narrow and dark
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SEA I

I am a mountain boy – that is how I always introduce myself. A child from the
mountains, who grew up with no connection to the sea. I hometown is in the
Xi Nan Mountain, where a river passes between two mountains and rushes
out on the flat plains. My grandfather's house was built on the hinterlands
of the mountain, at a bay where two mountains joined at their waists. The
locals all called him The Old Man of the Bend. The word 'bay' means there's
a mountain, and angles, and water. Naturally, there is no huge river at the
waist of a mountain, only some small streams trickling down from the peak,
springing out from the mountainside, flowing in gentle coils as they reached
the bottom. I remember that water of my youth being very clean. As those
rivers flowed down the mountain, they would collect in low-lying places and
form pools, big and small. In the summers of my childhood I remember
taking off my clothes, floating in the water, floating and sometimes drinking a
few mouthfuls.
I like water, especially the still, undisturbed waters of the natural world. But
when I was young all the water I could see was limited, bounded by rocks,
crops or the muddiness of the city. In grade school we had a class about 'That
Side of the Mountain'. What was on that side of the mountain? The sea?
What was the sea like, was it truly boundless?
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SEA II

Of course these are all childhood memories, when I got older I naturally
learnt what the sea was, though I had never yet seen it. Ever since I learnt
about the sea's endlessness, I would fantasize about seeing it for the first time.
It would be on a beautiful cloudless day. I would climb towards the rocky
shore, where the bare grey rocks would shimmer like stars, covered with dead
moss. From the distance I would hear the waves crashing on the shore, the
gulls crying, and the gentle wind would bring the salty smell of the sea along
with the damp vapor. Sensing all this, I would know that the sea was close,
though I had yet to see it. Only when I climbed to the very top of the rocks
would the sea appear in a whoosh before my eyes! The deep blue sea with a
touch of grey, one wave following the other to crash on the shore, the shore of
rocks, tossing the water up in layers of sea foam. Not a single boat out at sea,
only the gulls flying in the tossing waves, letting out their sharp cries. Far off in
on the horizon an indistinct mass of shoreline, and vast boundless sky. All of
this would fill my body with the light, sound, smells, wind.
If only the first time I saw the sea had really been like that. Unfortunately, fate
does not always follow fantasy. The first time I saw the sea it was from a car,
at a great distance. There was no sea wind, no waves hitting the shore, there
might have been a vague salty smell, but no more than a paltry shadow of the
sea left on the city.
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SEA III

Later I came to live in the state of Rhode Island, which is by the sea, with
a long shoreline to the south. Last spring I directed my own short film for
the first time, and I spent the end of March looking for a shooting location.
My short film was about the world after death, and I was looking for an 'inbetween space', the space between life and death, where a person would come
to put down their persistence. I started driving along the shorelines of Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, searching for the right place. There were rocky
beaches, beaches of fine sand or of gravel, there were ones where the road
ended, stopped by a low wall, leaving only a small walking path. I liked the
lighthouses even more, the lighthouses would always appear at the end of the
path, where the sea starts.
I think lighthouses must be the romantic think on the boundary where the
land meets the sea, in a lonely sort of way. As someone who grew up in the
mountains, I had never seen lighthouses in my youth. I remember as my
elders walked with me along the mountain roads in the night, I was afraid of
the dark, the dark in which you could not see your own hand, and all the way
I would ask how much longer until we get there? Then my grandfather would
stop for a rest, wipe the sweat of his brow, and point at the tiny lights in the
distance on the mountain across from us and tell me, "That's where we are
going, we'll be there soon."Those tiny lights in my memories were far away,
but they were the only spark of hope I had in that darkness. I think of that as
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (one) I

Solitary, I am always a pedestrian
Alone, passing by the horizon
Attack me, manic sea wind and waves
I do not fear you
I have the moon and starlight for company
Let my hair scatter in those desolate corners
Leaving only my silent delight
I love you, delight
Like the way I love living
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (one) II

In solitude, I purify my blood, my spirit, and my life
Tears fill my eyes
Bursting with excitement
I almost cry
Sorry, my friend
I have already cried
Please let the most violent reality
Hit me, lash me, pierce me
Is only myself and my solitary freedom
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (two) I

The wind has dried my eyes
I know I do not belong here
Madly I'm writing my poems
Sadly I'm singing my songs
To the joyless story hidden in sparse stars
To the lonely melancholy spilled on wide decks
Ropes cannot tie down my cynicism towards freedom
You, god in heaven
If you exist, why not bring happiness to humankind
If you don't exist, why not burn away all of our world
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (two) II

Winds from the Caribbean roaring by my ears
I sing the sadness from the other side of the world
Which merciful star can give me the right direction?
I will run to your soft candlelight with my heavy solitude
And reality
Please kill me with ruthlessness
Kill my past and my future
They do not belong to me
The present is all I want
I will leave the beginning and the end
I will leave all this world in solitude
And finally, heartlessly
I will leave you in all your sorrow
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (three) I

Listen, my dear
Someone is singing in the distance
Shady dealings are hidden by the darkness of night
Alcohol loosens the shackles of morality
A haggard cat is foraging on the roof
The road is narrow
The ground peels apart layer by layer
Revealing a memory of the sun
The sea winds were blowing on the Isla Mujeres
Home of the Mayan goddess
Only moonlight remains at this moment
It is said that souls walk on the street in solitude at midnight
I pray they will shake hands in peace
Embrace in sincerity
Pass through each body
And scatter in the sea wind
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (three) II

The distant music has come to an end
A foul body is vomiting on the street corner
No one offers comfort
Only him and his freedom in solitude
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I just want myself and my solitary freedom (three) III

Freedom!
My broken freedom
My parched freedom
My melancholy freedom
My lingering, exhausted, freedom
My solitary freedom
My solitary freedom
I just want my solitary freedom
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The most important thing I gained from my three years at RISD is the sense
of artistic freedom.
Coming into the fine arts field from a traditional sculpture background, art
has always appeared in my life as a profession or career. My study of artistic
skills was with the purpose of making artistic works. However, at RISD, I
became a child once more, re-examining art history, reading and following
the footsteps of earlier artists, which allowed me to break free of my artistic
constraints. Actually art is not just a sculpture, a painting, a film, not this or
that kind of work - art is more about life itself, about living itself.
Human life is limited, to grow from a babbling child to an independent
individual is a matter of mere decades - family, ethnicity, nationality, all
of these societal forces constantly influence our decisions. Humanity is
perpetually navigating individual consciousness and group awareness to
construct an independent self. I always thought that philosophy and art
were the highest expressions of human existential theory - philosophy
favors rationality and literalness, while art inclines towards emotion and the
abstract. From these two highest forms of theory have sprung the mightiest
of human enlightenment - science, literature, government, and history
are only a few examples. With the existence of language, philosophy has
always been the ultimate field to be pursued, while the language of art is
comparatively abstract and so has mostly been understood in a one-sided way.
To my understanding, all of human knowledge and output can be seen as
a combination of 'theory' and 'method', method being the material logic of
the outcome, while theory is the philosophy behind it. Therefore, if we think
about artistic works the same way, as a marriage of 'theory' and 'method',
much of the discussion around art has been on the 'method' level, in terms of
descriptive language, materiality, their use and purpose etc. At the same time,
we continue to neglect the 'theory' in art, or we see it only as an intersection
with other fields of study. Actually, I think this is wrong. The theory of art is
somewhat like that of philosophy, transcending the material as a principle of
existence, profound yet simple.
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Socrates

In the golden age of Athens, a short, bearded middle-aged man walks
barefoot in the city's narrow streets. Suddenly, plucking at the sleeve of a
passerby, he asks: What is courage?
This is Socrates, who dedicated his live to the most important vocation philosophical debate. Yet even though his followers wanted to write down his
wisdom, we later readers can only understand through Pluto's Symposium the
mind of this great thinker from two thousand years ago.
My feelings towards Socrates are probably sincere, his greatness is not in
telling other people the rules of the universe or explaining the truth, but
rather in doubt and in deeply pondering logic problems. Through talking
again and again with the people of all standings in Athens, Socrates was
establishing the early Western philosophical thought. He told people to think
freely and critically, rather than than simply accepting whatever they were
told.
Although Socrates was short-looking, ugly, and inquisitive, he often rendered
people speechless, and therefore he was respected by the students. However,
this meant nothing to the rulers of Athens. Three Athenians prosecuted
Socrates through the courts on charges of disrespecting the voice of
the people, corrupting the social structure of Athens and encouraging
young people to oppose their parents. Through two debates in the Athens
Democracy Court, a jury of 500 people voted to sentence Socrates to death.
Instead of fleeing with the help of his students, Socrates accepted death
peacefully, just as in the courtroom where he calmly rejected the choice of life
because it would mean abandoning his philosophy. His death awakened of
the city of Athens. The people who accused Socrates were sentenced to death
or suicide. Socrates and his philosophy gained eternal life.
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Stoicism I

If there are standards in the world that can be called truth, then everyone
can be ranked by this truth, and with one's birth determining their life,
where is the meaning of life? Stoicism has always been about trying to
accept the unfairness of the world. All of us our born in different countries,
with different cultures, countries, standards of living, but when global
communication increased, everyone came to know the discrepancies between
the lives of different people.
What should we dedicate our energies to in these short lifetimes? How can we
maintain inner peace in this constantly changing world?
"Begin each day by telling yourself: Today I shall be meeting
with interference, ingratitude, insolence, disloyalty, ill-will,
and selfishness – all of them due to the offenders' ignorance
of what is good or evil."
						- Marcus Aurelius
Two thousand years ago, Stoic philosophers trying to figure out the answers to
these questions, to establish criteria for their thoughts and actions. The Stoics
thought that human life should be about pursuing a virtuous existence, and
waited for the favor Lady Fate to determine their human affairs and destiny.
The so-called virtue is not a traditional morality, but how to become the kind
of person that we should be. Stoics advocated rationality, valued inner peace,
enjoyed beauty, and pursued merit, but without overindulging in them. Insight
is like disappearing and disappears at any time. They observed that everything
was transient, and could disappear any time.
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Stoicism II

For a Stoic, death is the ultimate test. A devout Stoic can accept sudden death
because he lives every day preparing for it. The Stoic Seneca witnessed and
experienced hardships throughout his life. He saw how Pompeii was turned
into a rubble during a major earthquake, Rome and Lugdunum razed to the
ground in a fire, and the Roman people and Empire surrendered to the rule
of the tyrant Caligula.
He was harrowed by illness in his youth, and later fled to Corsica. After
returning to the Roman court, he was forced to accept a dangerous positions
as the prince Nero's advisor. Fifteen years later, Nero ordered him to commit
suicide in front of his wife and family. Seneca's relatives and friends were
so frightened when they heard of Nero's order, they began to cry, but the
philosopher quietly tried to persuade them to stop crying and regain their
courage. He asked where their philosophy had gone. Where was their
enduring serenity? He turned to his wife and embraced her tenderly, asking
her to draw solace from his fulfilling life, then went calmly to his death.
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Wang Yangming

Wang is a famous philosopher that lived during the the middle of
China's Ming dynasty, about six hundred years ago. He was governor of
Guangdong and Guangxi, and had been a military secretary, the equivalent
of a modern day minister. However, it was with his championing of Lu
Jiuyuan's psychology that he left his mark on history. At that time, China's
social ideology was shaped very much by Confucianism, in particular
Neo-Confuciansim. Scientific inquiry studies the phenomena of nature to
understand the principles of the world. However, Wang's "School of Mind"
advocates that instead of seeking truth in the external world, it is better to
look for the truths in the inner self, because that is where those principles
reside.
Philosophy is generally a discipline that studies rules. When reading the ideas
of the philosophers of the older generation, I can generally divide these
philosophical thoughts into two categories. The first type is philosophers who
have arrived at some rules of the universe through their studies, and then
record these universal laws for others to learn, such as Confucius, Plato and
the Stoics.The other type are those who do not pursue such rules, whether
obvious or obscure, but are looking for the logic behind these ideas, such as
epistemology, the axioms on which such rules are constructed, and to me
Wang's "School of Mind"falls in this category. This is also what I call the
philosophy behind philosophy.
The most unqiue feature of Wang Yangming's "School of Mind" is that
he does not directly tell you what is right and what is wrong, unlike other
philosophical schools. In Wang's view, all the philosophies and laws are rooted
in one's own heart, and he advocates that the logic behind one's actions
should be judged based on one's own heart. One of the most important ideas
in Wang's thought is that knowledge and action should be one, that one's
internal knowledge should be highly consistent with their external actions.
Naturally different people have different understandings of this philosophy.
After studying much Chinese philosophy, I chose include this one precisely
because it has a particularly simple teaching, but the most important one - to
be the best person you can be!
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Marcel Duchamp I

As we all know, from the development of contemporary art until now,
Duchamp has been one of the most important and influential pioneers.
Ironically, this master of the art world is a relentless 'anti-artist'. Duchamp was
born into a middle-class family in France. His enlightened father provided
education and financial support, allowing Duchamp to live in the art world
decently without being too lonely. Four of Duchamp's six brothers and sisters
later became artists, and his grandfather was also a rather accomplished
amateur painter. Therefore, in such a family, art was not an unattainable goal
for Duchamp, but a part of his everyday life, which had a positive influence
on Duchamp's later efforts to break free from the constraints of traditional
art forms and find true expression in art. When Duchamp entered Paris,
it was the golden age for the development of modern art. The Fauvism,
Cubism, Abstractionism, and Suprematism movements continued to revitalize
Duchamp's perception of art, allowing him to calmly watch and learn all
kinds of artistic styles.
When Duchamp's first modernist work, "Nude Descending a Staircase, No.2"
was rejected from a Cubist painting exhibition on the grounds of being
too close to Futurism, he ceased to partake in society events as an artist,
because he thought that the art scene was a sham, establishing their own
authority under the guise of art. Even though new art forms were born each
day in Parish, the atmosphere of revolution was nothing but authority in a
new form. As long as authority exists, art will never be free. Duchamp was
much more popular in America than in Paris, with his most famous work
"Fountain" shown in 1917 in the largest art exhibition in American history.
This exhibition was not juried, and anyone could submit their work as long
as they paid the entry fee of a few dollars. "Fountain" was created when
before the exhibition opened, Ducamp was shopping and purchased a small
urinal, then signed a name on it that was not his own. This is art history's first
readymade artwork. Duchamp's readymade and the artwork that came before
are completely different in their goals. What he is pursuing is "no beauty, no
ugliness, no aesthetics".
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Marcel Duchamp II

From his perspective, whether an artist made something themselves is not
important, the important part is that the artist chooses the object and gives
it new meaning. In other words, the art object is merely a vessel, and it is
the creator's intent and the audience's understanding that imbues it with
meaning. In his later years, Duchamp did not put out any more works,
returning to ordinary life, was no longer radical, and even tried to make peace
with the world. On October 2, 1968, he died in his residence in Paris. Not
long afterwards, his last work, "Given" was announced. This is a work that
Duchamp spent twenty years secretly producing, and perhaps he had never
planned to announce it.
The full title of the piece is "Given: 1, The Waterfall; 2, The Illuminating
Gas". It is an installation the size of a room, and the room is not distinguished
to the audience, who can only see it through two small holes in the room's
old raft. Through the holes one can see a wall with a large gap, in which lies
a naked woman whose genitals are facing the peepholes. Her left hand holds
a gas lamp. In the distance is a rural landscape and a continuously flowing
waterfall. When this work was announced, ready-made works like "Fountain"
were popular in the art world, and yet this pioneer created something
completely different from the trend. Duchamp used the techniques of
Naturalism to recreate a detailed realistic scene. Therefore, from Duchamp's
point of view, media or form is itself art, and art is comprised of two most
important points: the maker and the perceiver, who are both important. Art
is a medium, and the artwork is nothing more than the materialization of the
medium.
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Marcel Duchamp III

At the same time he distinguished between the concepts of aesthetics and
personal taste. Personal taste refers to one's likes and dislikes in terms of
beauty and ugliness, while aesthetic response is one's surrender of self in the
face of beauty, driven by a mysterious force. People's choices in either should
be free, and neither should be standardized or enforced, which was the idea
at the heart of Duchamp's 'anti-art'. Duchamp's life is not actually all 'antiart'. He always maintained a calm and rational position towards art, and so
he could look at it from a reasonable position. 'Anti-art' is neverending in its
opposition to mainstream art. It is precisely his response to each era of art
that allowed his work to enlighten those who were entrenched in the 'sham'
of art. Perhaps instead of saying that Duchamp's works in the museums are
epoch-making artworks, we should say that Duchamp's life itself is one of the
greatest artworks of the twentieth century.
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Hsieh Tehching I

Hsieh Tenching's most famous work is his series of one-year works of art. He
shut himself in a cage and with no communication with other people for a
year, he punched a timecard every single hour of his life for another year, he
did not enter any buildings for yet another year. Hsieh's works are no longer
simply performance art, but an attempt to live life differently. Later, he tied
himself to another female artist for a year, with no physical contact between
them. He later recalled that this piece was so powerful that it rendered all
his previous works meaningless. Most of his previous works explored a single
person's way of living, while this one explored the way of living for two people
bound together.
This piece was so strong that Hsieh did not know how to plan his next work.
After struggling for nearly a year, he announced that he would start a new
one-year-piece - a year of not making art. Later he explained that he actually
knew that this work would happen sooner or later. Later, he changed his one
year plan and began to implement a 13-year work. From 1986 to the end
of 1999, he decided to make art without sharing it. On December 31 1999,
he announced in a small church in Brooklyn that having lived through the
millenium, he would never make art again. The art circle was shocked.
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Hsieh Tehching II

Many years later I found an interview with Hsieh where he said that after
"Rope Piece", he felt like he had run out of tricks. He hoped to exceed his
previous work, but didn't know how, and in frustration decided to implement
the works of not making art for a year, and then the thirteen years of not
showing his art to anyone. Actually, these last two pieces are very similar. In
the year of not making art, he bought an apartment in New York and made
continuous renovations on it. In the thirteen years following, he left New York
and moved to San Francisco, where he tried to start a new life where no one
knew him. In his heart he understood that when one's art reaches its peak
(naturally many people are unwilling to admit this and hope they can always
exceed themselves), many artists start to repeat themselves, remake their
previous artworks, which is certainly a good way to make money, but Hsieh
refused to do this. In the thirteen years of struggling, he told himself that since
he could not exceed himself, nor did he want to repeat himself, all he could
do was leave. After that he started a small Chinese restaurant in Brooklyn,and
opened an office to organize his previous works. He never made art again.
In 2000, Hsieh Tehching announced the world that he would not be
making art from now on. In my opinion, he wass not leaving the art but
transcending it. Experiencing again and again the one year art pieces, they
are actually experimentations in new ways of living, and in these times of
extreme loneliness, extreme self-discipline, and extreme wastefulness, Hsieh's
understanding of art itself sublimated into life itself. Instead of keeping life in
art, why not incorporate art into real life? So he left so-called artistic creation
and approached life with a new attitude. This work, without a time limit,
became his life.
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Zhang Shengquan I

Zhang Shengquan is an artist who even today is not known to the art world.
He has been making art since the mid-1980s and around the 1990s, he
attempted to enter the contemporary art circle of China at the time, but
failed. In the 1990s, he fell into a great loneliness and killed himself at home
on January 1, 2000.
When the '85 New Wave emerged in China's contemporary art scene,
Zhang was born in Datong far from the mainstream art scene, and did not
have much access to much information about the art world. The first time
he entered the public view was at the Modern art exhibition of 1989 that
caused a sensation in the country. It was also China's first contemporary art
exhibition. Zhang Shengquan believed that putting contemporary art into a
museum exhibition was representative of the death of contemporary art. With
two companions dressed in white, throwing paper money, he forced his way
uninvited into the opening ceremony and performed the work "Condolence".
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Zhang Shengquan II

Later, Zhang Shengquan repeatedly tried to enter the Beijing art scene, which
was flourishing. He was crowded out by the mainstream artists of China at
the time. Later, he returned to Datong, his hometown, where he lived like
a hermit, putting out a pamphlet called the "The Right Guard" every six
months. In it he wrote about his thoughts on art and mailed it out to Chinese
artists, critics and exhibitors of the time.
In his short life, the only exhibit that he was invited to took place in the water
conservation activity held in Tibet in 1996, where he performed the piece
"Crossing". He carried a sheep, its four legs bound, across a small river and
when he reached the other side he drew out a dagger and prepared to kill
it. Another artist Song Dong rushed over and prevented him from killing
the sheep. After three hours of arguing, Zhang threw the dagger into the
river and angrily announced his failure and then left. After that he no longer
participated in art exhibitions.
After Zhang Shengquan died, someone found a note in his home with the
words "He (Song Dong) was right. Why did I try to force my own wrongdoing
on a sheep? I must face it myself. "
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Zhang Shengquan III

Zhang Shengquan remained an unknown artist to his death, and entering a
great loneliness in his later years, he told his friends that he no longer had any
connection with humanity. At that point, he was facing the ultimate question
of art - the question of whether or not to die. Clearly, he finally chose death,
his ultimate solution to art.
Zhang Shengquan (1955-2000), a contemporary Chinese artist, made in the
performance art piece "Condolence" in 1989 and began to send out mail for
"The Right Guard" in 1993. In 1997, he did the invitation piece "Crossing"
and on January 1, 2000 he killed himself at home. The '85 New Wave is an
art movement that swept across China from 1985 to 1989. It was primarily
a group of critics who used "China Art News" as a medium to introduce
European and American contemporary art, while also introducing the
younger generation of avant-garde artists on the headlines. Thus it had much
influence on young artists of that time.
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Jonathan Livingston Seagull I

Jonathan Livingston Seagull is a thin volume of a fable, which I spent an
afternoon reading when I was seventeen, and ended with me crying. This is
not necessarily a touching novel, and perhaps it was the author's description
of the emotions that made me cry. I cried because it was the first time that I
realized that one's thoughts could be so close to another's! Such a thin book,
spanning half a century, a story about a seagull, and yet it gave me my first
taste of the pure and profound nature of the exchange of thoughts between
strangers, such that someone you don't know can move you like an old friend.
After reading this book, crying, I recorded my thoughts on the first page.
Later I reread it many times, and even recommended it to many other people.
Even though I later read many more profound books, this book remains
particularly special to me. Every so often, I will read it again, and every time I
feel very satisfied.
This is not a moving novel, or how the author rendered emotions in the book
made me cry. The reason I cried was that this was the first time in my life that
the thoughts of people and people could be separated. So close! A thin book,
spanning half a century, a story about seagulls, but it made me share my
thoughts for the first time in my life, so purely and profoundly, that it was not
a matter of life. Acquaintances will also make you so moved like an old friend.
After reading the book, I cried and recorded the thoughts and thoughts of
my time at the first moment of the book. Later I read it again and repeatedly
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Jonathan Livingston Seagull I

This is a fable about a seagull that is trying to soar. Unlike the other seagulls
who only circle the shore looking for food, Jonathan is always trying to fly
higher and faster, pushing himself again and again to his limits. Regretfully,
his pursuit of flying has caused him to be outcast from the group, because of
his difference in ideals. Jonathan continues to practise flying, and soon meets
some seagulls who are more skilled at flying. Finally, under the guidance of his
teacher Jion, he gets better and better at it. However, one day when Jonathan
has truly become to best at flying, he finally understands what his teacher
taught him about the true meaning of love and compassion, and so he
decides to return to the seagulls among which he was born, and teach them
to fly. This is a simple story, but it holds a beautiful truth about humanity.
The seagull Jonathan is an avatar for everyone who has sought to pursue
their ideals. The most impactful part of this book for me was this exchange
between Jonathan and his teacher: Jonathan asks Jion what heaven is, and
Jion replies that heaven is not actually a time nor a place, because time and
place have no meaning - heaven is the most perfect condition!
This exchange renewed my understanding of life, each of us is pursuing
something we believe in, chasing happiness and perfection, but what is
perfection? Is it the realization of our own goals? Jion answers that there
is no meaning in time and space. What is true perfection? Perfection is not
necessarily a goal that has been realized or a desire that has been satisfied,
because all this is false. Perfection is the best condition, that is every moment
and every second, being in one's best condition at every moment and every
second! Making the decision that you feel is best at the moment, enjoying the
most happiness you can in each moment, that is perfection. This is the heaven
of Jonathan who yearned to fly.
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My earliest memory of art is from when I was flipping through my
kindergarten records when I was older. Every year of my three years there,
the teachers had written in the booklet for my parents: Your child has a
great talent for drawing, please nurture it. My parents had also told me that
when I was in first grade, when all the new students were participating in
the extracurricular art class, I missed most of the first semester, and when
all the other students in it were getting various prizes at the end of term, I
had nothing at all. I went home and threw a tantrum, demanding to join the
drawing class. My parents had no choice but to let me go to every weekend.
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ART II

My recollection of that time is hazy, and all I remember is that for more
than ten years after that, up until high school, I spent every weekend and
every school holiday drawing, if not at the art class then in my own home.
I was no disappointment – I would enter all of the competitions that the
teacher organized and come home with prizes. When I think back on it now,
perhaps that was because in Xi Nan county's education system, even though
I had been drawing from a young age, I had a very limited art education. I
have forgotten most of what I did in grade school, except that I mostly used
watercolor pencils and ink, and that the teacher would often use chalk to draw
an example on the blackboard for us to follow. We could imitate or innovate,
but now that I think about it, there were more people who copied directly, and
the themes were mostly uninteresting kid drawings, like mountains and rivers,
houses and people. Ink drawing classes consisted mainly of copying from
bland drawings of lotus flowers or landscapes. It was boring as can be, but
when I was young I knew nothing, only that drawing brought me joy. When
I was young I was a mischievous child, injuring my jaw at the playground's
see-saw, running around other people's houses even though I was a guest, and
once I even found a key that had been lost for years in someone else's' house.
Therefore I thought drawing was perhaps the only thing I had any natural
interest in, for once I got hold of a pencil, I would quiet down at once and
spend to whole day drawing.
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ART III

I remember in middle school, my father lost his job in the economic downturn
and my parents started their own business. As they were extremely busy,
having something like drawing to keep me occupied pleased them greatly.
Since I was little, I had suffered beatings for many reasons - not doing my
homework, forging my parents' signatures, rebelliously going out to play, not
eating properly etc. Drawing was the only thing that my parents would let
me do without question, and I took the initiative to ask them to let me study
it. Now when I look back on that time, the only details I remember about
drawing are the kind of sketchbooks or papers I used and what I drew, and
I have completely forgotten about what was happening around me, before
or after drawing. Perhaps this is because I was so enraptured by the drawing.
During high school I continued to study with the same teacher, moving
from childish drawings to learning sketching and coloring techniques. My
teacher was just a local self-taught artist without any fancy art education. So
apart from enjoying the quiet peace of drawing, my drawing ability didn't
actually improve that much in high school. Halfway through I even studied
calligraphy for a while, but the teacher wasn't very strict and let me copy from
models from the very beginning. I copied Wang Yi's "Poems from the Orchid
Pavilion"many times, but calligraphy didn't have the same attraction for me
that drawing did, and so I eventually abandoned it.
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Entering college, I started my study of sculpture and glass production, which
extended to the study of technical arts and crafts. Studying the history of art,
design and craft allowed me to see the works of earlier generations of artists,
and to start thinking about art. My earliest thoughts about art came from a
conversation with a good friend, a landscape designer. We started discussing
the changes in contemporary art and design, and trying to understand the
connection between art, design and craft. This led me to start trying to
define art: at that time I thought, art is when one has their own worldview
and values, and tries to express their own opinion in different ways, which
could include painting, dance, poetry, music, literature, film etc. Design is also
when one has their own worldview and values, then tries to use various ways
to improve or reinvent the world. For example architectural design, interior
architecture, industrial design etc. In these two definitions, the core of art is
self-expression, while that of design is improving the world. Oftentimes they
coincide, though their goals may differ. For example, a creator might want to
construct a memorial architecture, such as Tadao Ando's Church of Light,
where he incorporated his personal perspectives on religion into the design
of the structure to express his opinions, and at the same time the building is
functional, and so it exists in both the realms of art and design. Even so, we
should still separate art and design in terms of creators and creations: art
is the creator's subjective expression that theoretically does not need to be
responsible to anyone in the world, while design has the goal of improving
the world with more human interaction, and so needs to be responsible to the
world.
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My early works were mostly formal studies, like colorful decorative paintings,
portraits of poets, realistic figure sculptures, this comes from the long-term
influence of my academic art training. Craft has been for a long time the
artist's most important training, but since Modernsim started it has already
been over a hundred years, and artists often lose themselves in craft. So after
understanding the difference between art and design, I also understood artists
better, all figurative art, abstract art, technical craft or any other material or
technique, are all different methods of expression, but are not the heart of
art itself. The expression of content is what the heart of art is. Frequently,
artists forget about what they are trying to express while seeking out the
method of expression. So in my later undergraduate works I started trying
to incorporate my ideas and personal views into my work. My thesis project
"Homecoming Series" is a good example. I used glass to create a series of
ash containers, each one representing my views towards a specific group of
people, for example extremists, children on the autism spectrum, and aborted
or miscarried babies. The idea was to use the form to encapsulate my ideas
towards different forms of life.
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Even though I was trying to separate art from craft, but because my view of
art was too narrow and I had little experience in it, I had yet to understand
conceptual art. To improve my understanding, I decided to attend RISD as
a graduate student, leaving behind the more close-minded environment in
China, and started to read about and practice contemporary art freely. As
a technical art and craft person entering the realm of fine art, it took a lot
of getting use to. I still remember during my first semester, in a glassmaking
class, the first studio assignment was a rather conceptual piece. The
assignment, instead of making a beautiful sculpture, was about expressing an
abstract concept, and as someone who had never made an installation piece
before, I had no idea what to do at first, so I spent the first month focusing
my energies on learning glass techniques, blowing, grinding, spending all
my time on repetitive practice. My advisor, Jocelyne, quickly discovered my
problem, and summoned me to her office for a serious conversation. She
asked me, "Songlin, why did you come to RISD? If you only wanted to learn
glassmaking techniques, there are many schools in the world that would suit
you better than RISD." Her questioning led me to rethink my own goals as
a graduate student. Yes, why did I choose RISD instead of somewhere more
well-known for glass? I think at that time I understood that glass was only a
material, without any direct relation to art, I could not be too attached to a
particular material or technique, and school is for learning things you don't
already know. Too much repetitive labor would take from my ability to ability
to absorb new knowledge. Therefore I decided to broaden my horizons, put
aside what I had previously treasured, and to let go of preconceived notions
in order to see more.
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Back in China, we have a joke: America is young, and has no cultural heritage,
whereas China has over five thousand years of history. With the weight of
this history, our arts and literature possess a natural advantage. Yet when I put
aside my preconceived notions, I saw that it was actually the reverse, for when
it came to artistic creation, my American classmates didn't have the burden of
history or culture, and so they were open to the whole world. They explored
Japanese, culture, Mayan culture, Icelandic culture among many others. To
them, these were all the same, they could research what they didn't know and
this led to them discovering things that people from that culture would never
see. In contrast, my classmates who came from culture-heavy backgrounds
often found themselves limited by their heritage, drawing only from their own
culture instead of opening themselves up to diverse voices from all over the
world. From then on I tried to put aside the things I learnt in China, regarding
craft, technique, sculpting ability. Instead I tried to be like an undergraduate
or high school student, or even a child, to look at my classmates, teachers and
their ideas, the themes of their work in a new way. Even in my own work I
forced myself to experiment with the unknown. This perseverance allowed me
to discard many of my limitations, and led me to many interesting discoveries.
And so in this attempt to 'return to childhood', I started to find new readings
and new ways of understanding art, undertaking to produce many projects
with this new perspective on art. In my Fall 2015 at RISD, my final project
was "Double Me". I started by using frosted glass, projecting two images onto
them, hoping that the two images would show through layers of the glass to
meet in the middle layer of frosted glass. Later I wanted to expand it, and
used cloth as projection surfaces, but the effect wan't what I wanted. Finally
I tried using ice blocks, putting five of them inside, then using a projector
to project both videos onto the ice. I finished this project during vacation,
in a large empty building, excitedly perfecting my first installation piece on
my own. As the ice started to melt, the sound of dripping water brought the
dimension of time into the work. While waiting for it all to melt, I gradually
started to understand the critique system of Western art education: creation,
discussion, critique, re-creation and improvement, discussion and critique
again. This is an endless cycle in the process of artistic creation. Artists' works
are forged in this cycle, the sublimation of the work as well as the sublimation
of thought.
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After completing my first installation piece, I started another video project,
incorporating my first performance piece "Struck a nail into the glass", my
first documentary piece "Three days in my life" and my first performance
piece that wasn't performed by me, "Ceremony". During this time I
completed a carelessly made yet popular video work, "Untitled". I took many
pictures with people of different heights than me, then Photoshopped it into a
single image and printed it out. While doing this I was thinking too much, but
this work provoked many people to think about race, ethnicity, the diversity
of human bodies, and sparked a discussion about human freedom. Though
unexpected, this led me to question my earlier definition of art: If art is just
the expression of the artist's thought, then how do we think about art where
discussion goes beyond what the artist is trying to express? These made
me start thinking about artistic intuition and the artist as the art material.
Afterwards, because I fell in love with video, I started using it in my work, not
only as a way to record my performance pieces, such as "Ashes Grave", "A
box of broken heart", "Truth" etc, I made my first independent documentary
film "Kate", my first film collaboration with other people "Letters", my first
independent stop-motion animation, "If I die suddenly", and my first selfdirected short film "Sea of Oblivion". After these many different projects, I
started to think about art itself again, and because of the many themes in my
work I was reading a lot of writing by different artists. These different artists's
writings exerted a great deal of influence on both me and my work. During
2017, in order to share my work better, I reorganized my work and made a
website to share my work with people of different backgrounds, including
particle physics scientists, philosophers, musicians, curators, high school
teachers, art school directors, American artists, Chinese artists, international
art students like me, my old friends etc who all sincerely gave me their feed
back from their own perspectives. In considering the huge question of art
itself, I also started to think about my existence as an artist - my thoughts,
my mode of expression, my habits of expression and what I care about. My
work is mostly related to my own life, and much of it is directly related to
my thoughts on life itself. I am concerned about whether the world is kind
and filled with happiness, and not so much with the more Western theme of
democracy; I deal with ordinary people and lives and their intentions for life,
and am not so interested in societal structures. A Chinese philosopher, after
listening to me go on and on about my main project, told me that through my
work she could see the purity of my heart and kindness to the worlds, upon
which I immediately started weeping. I actually don't worry too much about
how other people see my work, but occasionally when people can see the
artist's spirit and freedom through my work, I feel very moved. Therefore I
feel that art and human life has an important connection.
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In my conversation with Bruce Chao, he shared with me his various thoughts
on art, he defined me as a schooled artist, as opposed to a naive artist. The
difference is that the naive artist often does not think too much about what
they are making and focuses on creating, while schooled artists often have a
kind of duty, that is to their own field, to investigate their peer's work or that
of those in related fields, to figure out their own unique characteristics and
bring their own understanding of the world to their works. In this kind of
creation, works keep on being produced, which provokes a discussion, and
the artist makes another work in response to that discussion. Creation and
discussion are complementary, many times it is hard to tell which is more
important, and I asked Bruce if there is ever an end to the cycle of creation
and discussion. Bruce told me, there is no end to this, just like life, the only
end is time. After Rachel's visit to my studio, I started changing my earlier
practice of continuously trying out new ideas and methods, and tried instead
to focus my practice on a specific point, and so I started investigating "sound
and distance" and made a series of works, but it was just dabbling, and was
not in-depth enough. Later I started work on "Sound from far away", where I
collect sounds and place them within an abandoned lighthouse. This project
started last November, and is still ongoing. There has been much discussion
and changes around this piece, and I don't even know if I will finish it, but I
have gained a lot from the discussion and questions brought up around this
theme, such as the place of audience in art.
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During my studies of art, I have always been subconsciously aware of the
audience, but because it is such a basic thing, I have always neglected to
think more deeply about it. It was only when I saw Hsieh Tehching's work,
"Thirteen Year Plan", that it shocked me into considering the idea of the
audience. Hsieh is that artist who lived for one year tied to a woman, yet
avoiding all physical contact with her. "Thirteen Year Plan" was a piece
where, for thirteen years, he made art without showing it publicly. After this
project, on December 31st 1999, he announced in a small church in New
York, shocking many of his friends and fans, that having lived to the year
2000, he would not make art ever again! This project astonished me. To think
that an artist could make art every day for thirteen years, yet refrain from
showing it to anyone, what did he do? Who saw the works? Did he destroy
his own works? During my first shallow reading of the records of this project,
in my mind I pictured a frail, emaciated artist, working with vitality from
dawn to dusk on various artworks, then at the end of the day destroying all
traces of his work with his own hand – this project had such an impact on
me, exceeding all form or formlessness of art. When an artist is in complete
solitude, his works are made solely for himself, and how great this works were,
I had no way of knowing.
Naturally, when it comes to this description of Hsieh's piece, much of it is
my own conjecture, because when I later had the fortune to find a DVD with
a recording of Hsieh's announcement that he was leaving the art world, a
reporter asked him, "During the thirteen years that you made art without
showing any of it, what were you doing exactly?" He replied calmly, "In
these thirteen years, I left New York and lived in Los Angeles, found a place
where no one knew me and lived as a whole new person. Later, people started
to recognize me, so I tried moving to Alaska." This was his answer. To tell
the truth, I was a bit disappointed by his answer, but I quickly understood
the reasons behind his leaving the art world and his thoughts regarding the
relationship between art and real life.
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To return from Hsieh's story, regarding the relationship between the audience
and artistic creation, there is no doubt – the audience is an important factor
of the artwork. Many times art takes the form of a poem, a fable, a painting,
a sculpture, a dance, a video, a period of time, a space, a memory, a dream.
These undoubtedly require an audience – an unfamiliar of audience, a
familiar audience, an uncultured audience, a culture audience, an educated
audience, an empathetic audience, a large audience, an audience of one, a
human audience, a material audience, an audience of you, an audience of
me. Regarding artistic creation and audience, since a work can be viewed by
anyone, or I could choose to show only some people or only one person, can I
choose to only show it to myself ? What if I chose to show it to a non-human?
If I consider the audience during the creative process, I am the only audience
or if my consideration is hypothetical, does it even mean anything?
I have no answer to all of this, I don't know, my past experience tells me that
the answer might not be in someone else's book, so I decided to experiment
personally. I started working on my piece Sound From Far Away during
the end of last year, my only such experiment so far, so when a friend asked
me about audience, I didn't know how to answer. Actually this piece is
still ongoing even now, with waves of teachers, classmates, friends, artists,
strangers critiquing it, asking me various questions, giving me different
feedback, causing the whole project to have changed beyond recognition. But
isn't all this the meaning of existence? As an academic artist, I have a duty
and responsibility to seek out to different opinions, everyone is just doing what
they think is right, but right and wrong are not definite, and might only exist
in the present situation.
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Regarding the connection between art and audience, recently I have been
thinking about what art itself is through the perspective of the development
of Western art, perhaps because of my anxiety about what to do after my
imminent graduation. Studying the history of art (because of my limited
knowledge I can only consider the history of visual art and contemporary
art), from prehistoric art to the Renaissance, much of the meaning of art was
to record, to record history and religion until it gradually entered aesthetics:
after the Renaissance moving into Neo-Classicism, Baroque, Rococo,
Modernism, Romanticism etc, these are all the Realists coming into bloom.
From the Enlightenment to Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, artists started
to abandon figurative forms and colors, pursuing ultimate beauty. Cezanne,
Kandinsky, Picasso, Munch started Modernism, and artists abandoned beauty
and started engaging with the novel advances in technology and science (much
like how artificial intelligence is for us now), and from Duchamp's time art
entered into philosophy, then from the sixties to seventies, became involved in
politics, psychology, economics, ecology, anthropology, sociology and various
such fields.
Following these advances in history is the artists' constant pushing of art's
boundaries, everyone who has expanded the possibilities of art has left their
mark on history, becoming our heroes, all of which has given greater meaning
to the arts. At the same time, this has caused today's art to have nowhere left
to go, for no stone has been left unturned. French philosopher Arthur Danto's
The End of Art from a speech he gave in 1984 prophesizes the end of art,
like how Francis Fukuyama's The End of History predicts that Western liberal
democracy signals the end of history. The following art scene experienced a
long period of drought, of despair and depression. But in Danto's book he
writes (though I have forgotten if he really wrote this or if I have projected my
own ideas onto him): Artists from now on have abandoned philosophy to the
philosophers, returning to self-consciousness, beginning the artist's project of
self-completion.
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These ideas made me start thinking about the fundamentals of art: when art
starts to abandon layer by layer aesthetics, philosophy, politics, all fields of
study. When art slowly lets go of things, lets go of all the other reasons for it to
have meaning. What then is left of art? Is it hollow or is there a heart? I regret
that I still don't have much of an answer to that, because I have only just
started thinking about these questions. But rather than emptiness, I'd much
rather believe that art is all-encompassing, that only when we start to let go,
do we learn to see more. These ideas seem somewhat related to Buddhism,
but unfortunately being an atheist I can only look at this from a rationalist's
perspective.
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To go back to Hsieh Tehching's story, his series of works and the
announcement that he would stop making art, I always stubbornly believed
that he had not truly departed from art, but that his understanding of it had
sublimated, and that through the work before him he gradually put down
the various attachments in his life and learnt to see what was truly important
to him. And so through art he entered into true living, therefore to him, life
is the ultimate expression of art – to live well and spend the rest of his life
well. Naturally, all this is only my hypothesis, from the bits and pieces gleaned
from his records. I have no way of knowing his true opinions, but as an
individual, all I can do is try to understand my relationship with art through
my experience with making art.
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In conclusion, I have no familiarity with the discourse surrounding materiality
and art, or the relationship between art and audience, all I have are some
conjectures, but I think since this is a free world, everyone will have different
or even contradicting opinions, and I believe that they are all correct. Since
life is so short, what is the point in debating who is right or not? It seems better
to achieve happiness from solid, grounded experiences and contemplation.
When I once asked an artist friend what she thought art was, she replied
without hesitation: I am art. I think this has to do with the meaning of art in
our times, whether in singular or multiple contexts, we don't need to worry
too much about limitations, but freely do what we believe in. Upon reflection,
more than the meaning of art, what I care more about is living well.
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